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Abstract: Some anti-self-dual bundles on G2(C ~+2) are classified by using a monad method on the twistor space. 
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on p2" : G2(C3). 
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1. Introduction 
In 1978, Atiyah, Drinfeld, Hitchin and Manin [2] constructed self-dual Yang-Mills fields on 
the 4-sphere, well known as ADHM-construction. Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer [3] introduced a 
twistor space, showed a beautiful correspondence b tween Yang-Mills fields on a 4-manifold 
and holomorphic vector bundles on the twistor space and classified instantons on S 4, cf. [1 ]. In 
particular, the moduli space of 1-instantons i identified with a 5-dimensional open ball. For a 
projective plane, Buchdahl [5] used also the twistor method and showed that all instantons on 
p2 are represented as certain monads on a flag manifold. By using this monad, Buchdahl [5] 
and Donaldson [6] shows that the moduli space of 1-instantons i a cone over p2. In each case, 
Hitchin's vanishing theorem [8] plays an important role in the classification. 
Salamon generalized the concept of twistor geometry to a 4n-dimensional quaternion-Kahler 
manifold M [ 17]. The twistor space also plays an important role in quaternionic geometry. On the 
other hand, as for Yang-Mills connection, Mamone Capria and Salamon [10] and the second au- 
thor [ 15] have developed independently higher dimensional nalogues of the notion of self-dual 
or anti-self-dual connections on a quaternion-Kahler manifold M. An anti-self-dual bundle pulls 
back to a holomorphic bundle on Z. Then, the first author showed that the sheaf cohomology 
group HI(Z, F( -2 ) )  vanishes on a compact quaternion-Kahler manifold with positive scalar 
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curvature by generalizing the Penrose transform, the Dirac operator and the twistor operator in 
the 4-dimensional case [ 12]. Moreover, making use of this vanishing theorem, the first author 
and Kametani classified some anti-self-dual bundles on HP"  [9]. Recently we proved a vanish- 
ing theorem on a compact quatemion-Kiihler manifold [13] which is a direct generalization of 
vanishing theorems of Hitchin and the first author. 
Now we consider complex Grassmannians G2(C"+2). This manifold G2(C "+2) is one of the 
typical examples of quatemion-Kiihler manifolds and corresponds to pa in case of n = 1. In 
[14], we classified anti-self-dual Sp(r)-bundles with some topological condition on G2(C "+2) 
by using vanishing theorems. (As for the notations, see Sect. 2). 
Theorem. Let E be a vector bundle on G2(C n+2) which has 
(1) an anti-self-dual connection with the structure group Sp(r), where r >>. l, and 
(2) c2(E) = k(x 2 + y2) and c4(E) = kEx2y 2, where k is a positive integer. 
We denote by E the pull back bundle of E on the twistor space F. Then, E is the cohomology 
bundle of the following monad, 
WI(-1,0)  ~ WE(0, --1) ---> V --> W~(1,0) (9 W~(0, 1), 
where W~ = HI(F,  E ( -1 ,  0)), W~ = Hi(F ,  E(0, -1) )  and V is a trivial bundle of rank 
4k + 2r. (dirnc HI(F, E( -1 ,  0)) = dime Hi(F,/~(0, -1) )  = k.) 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the moduli space in case of k = 1. The above monad 
translates our problem into linear algebraic one. A method of Okonek, Schneider and Spindler for 
a monad on a complex projective space [16] is available for our purpose. We have the following 
Main Theorem. The moduli space of I -instantons on G2(C n+2) is identified with an open cone 
over P (A 2 C"+2). 
In Sect. 2 we review anti-self-dual connections on a quatemion-K~ihler manifold and introduce 
the twistor space of G2(C "+2) which is a generalized flag manifold F. To explain the topological 
condition of our anti-self-dual bundle, we recall the ring structure of the cohomology of F. An 
embedding F ~ P x P* and the Ward correspondence are also introduced. 
In the third section, the moduli space is described. The property of the pull back bundle 
/~ gives the additional structure to the monad. Making use of the embedding F ~ P x P*, 
the monomorphism of the monad is identified with the corresponding matrix. The structure 
of the monad imposes restrictions on the form of the matrix. Finally we focus our attention on 
the vertex and the boundary of the moduli space. The vertex represents a reducible connection. 
On the other hand, near the boundary, the degeneracy condition of the matrix implies that the 
curvature density converges to a quaternionic submanifold HP i of G2(C"+2), where the value 
of i = 0, 1 . . . . .  [½n] is determined by the position of a point in P (A  2 c"+2). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let M be a connected quaternion-Kahler manifold with non-zero scalar curvature and Z be 
the twistor space of M. The vector bundle A z T*M has the holonomy invariant decomposition 
A 2 T*M = SEH (9 S2E ~ (S2H (9 S2E) ±, (2.1) 
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where H and E are vector bundles associated with the standard representations of Sp(1) and 
Sp(n), respectively. For example, H is a tautological quaternionic line bundle when the base 
space is a quaternionic projective space HP". 
Definition 2.1. An ~o E g22T*M is called a self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual) form if 09 ~ F(S2H) 
(resp. P (S2E)). 
We notice that the above definition can be viewed as the self-duality or anti-self-duality on 
a 4-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold in case of n = 1. We shall investigate metric 
connections on a complex vector bundle E equipped with a hermitian metric h. 
Definition 2.2. A connection V is called self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual) if its curvature 2-form 
R v is a self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual) form. 
Remark. As we mentioned in the introduction, Mamone Capria and Salamon and the second 
author have found these connections independently [ 10] and [ 15]. 
But they used different erminology. A~- and B2-connections used in the second author's 
paper correspond to self-dual and anti-self-dual connections, respectively. On the other hand, by 
Galicki-Poon, self-dual and anti-self-dual connections are called cl-self-dual and c2-self-dual 
connections [7]. 
Theorem 2.3. ([7, 10, 15 ]) Self-dual and anti-self-dual connections are Yang-Mills connections. 
Remark. Moreover, if M is compact, self-dual and anti-self-dual connections minimize the 
Yang-Mills functional [7] and [ 10]. It is known that we have essentially unique non-fiat self- 
dual connection over a simply connected quaternion-Kahler manifold whose dimension is greater 
than or equals to 8 [ 11 ]. 
Let E be an anti-self-dual bundle on M and E be the pull-back bundle of E on Z. Then, it is 
known that E is a holomorphic bundle with the induced structure [10] and [15]. 
We focus our attention on a complex Grassmanian manifold of 2-planes: 
G2(C.+2) = SU(n + 2) 
S(U(2) × U(n))" 
The twistor space of this manifold is a generalized flag manifold F2~+l: 
F2.+ l = SU (n + 2) 
S(U(1) × U(n) × U(1))" 
In other words, F 2"+1 is represented asfollows: 
F 2"+I={( I ,V)  IOE IC  VcC "+2, d iml=l  and d imV=n+l} .  
Then the twistor fibration lr : F --+ G2(C n+2) is rr((l, V)) = l ~9 V ±. So, note that this is not a 
holomorphic fibration [17]. (When no confusion can arise, the dimension 2n + 1 will be omitted.) 
First, we describe the ring structure of the cohomology of F. The twistor space F 2"+1 of 
G2(C n+2) has double holomorphic fibrations to p.+l and p~+l. such that p~ : (l, V) w. [l], 
P2 : (l, V) w+ [V]. We denote by x and y pull-back elements of H2(F, Q) of the standard 
generators of H2(p "+1 , Z) and H2(P n+l*, Z) respectively. Then, by Leray-Hirsch theorem, the 
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cohomology ring H*(F, Q) is generated by x and y. So we denote by (9(p, q) the line bundle 
p~(9(p) ® p~O(q). 
On the other hand, using the twistor fibration, we have H*(G2(Cn+2), Q) is regarded as a 
subring of H*(F, Q) [4]. Hence, an element of H*(G2(Cn+2), Q) may be written with x and y. 
Then, the authors howed the following classification theorem [14]. 
Theorem 2.4. Let E be a vector bundle on G2(C n+2) which has 
(1) an anti-self-dual connection with the structure group Sp(r), where r >~ 1, and 
(2) c2(g) --~ k(x  2 + y2) and c4(E) = k2x2y 2, where k is a positive integer. 
We denote by E the pull back bundle of E on the twistor space F. Then, E is the cohomology 
bundle of the following monad, 
W~(-1,0) ~ W2(0, -1 )  ~ V --~ W~(1,0) ~ W~(0, 1), 
where W~ = H I (F , /~( -1 ,0 ) ) ,  W~ = HI(F,  E (0 , -1 ) )and  Visa  trivial bundle of rank 
4k + 2r. (dimc HI(F,  E( -1 ,0 ) )  =d imc HI(F,  E(0, -1) )  = k.) 
Remark. The vector bundle E will be refered as a k-instanton in this paper. In fact, in case of 
n = 1, this is nothing but a k-instanton on p2. 
Next we recall an embedding F 2~+1 ~ pn+l x pn+l.. Let [z0;zl;. . . ;Zn+l] and 
[Wo; Wl; . . .  ; w~+l] be homogeneous coordinates of p~+l and W +l* respectively. Then, F is 
embedded into p~+l × pn+l.: 
n-t-I 
F pn+l× pn+l, 
"h 
--I(tzo  = o /  
I i=0 3 
(For brevity, the homogeneous coordinates [z0; z l; ... ; zn+l] and [w0; w l; ... ; W~+L] will be 
~"~n+ I denoted by [z] and [w] respectively and the equation z..,i=o ziwi = 0 will be expressed as 
zw = 0.) Using this, we can easily describe the real structure a which is induced by the 
quaternionic structure. The real structure a is an anti-holomorphic nvolution on the twistor 
space and in this case, a([z], [w]) = ([~], [~]). We use so called Ward correspondence: 
Ward correspondence. There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween anti-self-dual bundles 
with unitary structures on a quaternion-Kiihler manifold M and holomorphic vector bundles E 
on the twistor space such that 
(1) the restricted bundle Ele~ to the fibre P) is trivial for all x ~ M, and 
(2) there is an isomorphism z : E ~ a 'E* with (a*~')* = r which induces a positive definite 
hermitian form on sections of Ele, for all x ~ M. 
3. Moduli of 1-instantons 
We have already known that the pull back bundle/~ of l-instanton E with the structure group 
Sp(r) is the cohomology of a monad 
(9(-1, 0) @ (9(0, -1 )  -+ V ~ (9(1, 0) @ (9(0, 1), 
where V is a trivial bundle of rank 2r + 4 [14]. Since E is a Sp(r)-bundle, there exists an 
isomorphism f : ~7 --+ /~* with f* = - f .  Then, from the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem and 
[16, Corollary 2, p. 279] we have an isomorphism q : V --~ V* with q* = -q .  Un- 
der this isomorphism, the above monad is self-dual [16, p. 282] and so we must classify 
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a : 0 ( -1 ,  0) ~ 0(0, -1 )  -~ V up to the isomorphism of the monad. The monomorphism 
a is an element of H°({O(1, 0) ~ (9(0, 1)} ® V). Using the embedding of F into P × P, we 
regard the homomorphism a as the linear map ot : C n+2 ~ C n+2* -~ V. The display of our monad 
and the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem implies that H°(E) --- H°(Ker a*) ------- ker ~*. If H°(E)  # 0, 
it is known that there is a covariant constant section of E (for example, see [12]), and so E has 
a trivial summand. Hence, when dim V > 2(n + 2), then ker or* # 0 and the structure group of 
E is necessarily reducible. Consequently, r ~< n is a necessary condition for the existence of an 
irreducible 1-instanton bundle. 
We fix the standard basis {vl . . . . .  v2r+4} of V such that 
~b= ( 0 It+2), 
- I r+2 0 
where ~ is a symplectic form on V induced by q. Then, the linear map ot is expressed as 
(A  C)  
o r= B D 
and we set 
= a i )z i - t -E (d ; )Wi ,  
where for example, A = (ai). Since a is a monomorphism, 
are linearly independent for (z, w) e C~+2\{0} x C~+2"\{0] satisfying zw = 0. Now to find an 
irreducibile 1-instanton E, we assume that t~ is surjective. The above condition implies that 
bi for i = 0 . . . . .  n + 1 
are linealy independent and so we define the subspace V1 of V which is spanned by 
I(;;)l 
In a similar way, we denote by V2 the subspace of V spanned by 
From our hypothesis, we have dim Vl fq V2 = 2(n - r). If r < n, then we can find a non-zero 
vector v ~ V1 fq V2 such that 
E(a') E(d;) v ~- bi Pi = qi and ~ Piqi = O. 
This is a contradiction. Hence we have r = n and oe is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 3.1. Let E be a l- instanton bundle with the structure group Sp(r) on G2(Cn+2). l f  E 
is irreducible, then r = n. 
From now on, we will investigate a 1-instanton bundle on G2(C n+2) with the structure group 
Sp(n). From the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem and [16, Lemma 4.1.3, p. 276], the isomorphism r 
induces a hermitian form hv on V. A property of r and the topological argument (see [1, p. 89]) 
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imply that h v is positive definite. Consequently, V has a Sp(n +2)-structure (hv,~) which is com- 
patible with the Sp(n)-structure of E. Therefore we may assume that he basis {vl . . . . .  v2~+4} is a 
unitary one. Using again the B ott-Borel-Weil theorem and [ 16, Lemma 4.1.3, p. 276], we obtain 
C = - /~, and D = .4. (3.2) 
The action of C* × C* × Sp(n + 2) gives an isomorphism class of our monad and so it is 
easier that we consider the pull back symplectic form t~*~ on C "+2 ~ C n+2* instead oft~. We set 
P R 
~*~ = ( - tR  S)"  
Then (3.2) implies S = P. On the other hand, the condition a*a = 0 is equivalent to 
(°))=° 
for all (z, w) E C n+z ~ C n+2* satisfying zw = 0. This means R = cl, where c is a constant. 
Next we consider ajumping line which is a projective line in F where the triviality of E does not 
hold. Let I be a line on F on which the normal bundle decomposes into (9 (1, 0) ~ ~ (9 (0, 1)~.  We 
fix two points ([z i], [wl ]) and ([z2], [w2]) in I. Then, in a similar argument in [16, Lemma 4.2.3, 
p. 325] (see also [6]), l is not a jumping line if and only if 
tz2PZl ctz2wl 
--ctw2Zl t 1/32 P 1/.) 1 ) 
is non-singular. Now I is supposed to be a fibre of the twistor fibration. We call such a I a real line. 
We can choose two points ([z], [w]) and ([tb], [~]) in I. Since a real line is not a jumping line, 
we have - I t~Pz l  2 + c21zl 2 Iwl 2 ~ 0. If we regard a skew matrix P as the corresponding skew 
form p, the above condition is equivalent to 
- I (P ,Z  A w)l 2 q- c21~ Awl 2 ~ 0, (3.3) 
for all (z, w) ~ C ~+2 ~ C ~+2. satisfying zw = 0, where ( . ,  • ) is a canonical hermitian inner 
product on A 2 C n+2. 
First we suppose c = 0. Since the PliJcker embedding is full, (3.3) does not hold for any p 
in A 2 C ~+2. Consequently, the cohomology bundle of our monad has real jumping lines and so 
does not satisfy the condition of Ward correspondence. 
We may assume c = 1 because of the C* × C* action. If we denote by E(p) the cohomology 
bundle, EO~p) is isomorphic to E(p) for all ~ e S 1 C C*. When we use the PliJcker embedding 
of G2(C "+2) into P (A 2 C~+2), the condition (3.3) is equivalent to - I (P ,  u)12 + l u 12 > 0, for all 
[U] E G2(C n+2) C P (A  2 Cn+2). We define a function fp : G2(C n+2) -+ R: 
l(p, u)l 2 
fp -  
tul 2 
Let G be a compact Lie group S U (n + 2) and {el . . . . .  e~+2} be a standard basis of C n+2. Then it is 
known that G2(C ~+2) is the projectivization f G-orbit [G (el/x e2)] in P (A 2 C~+2). Considering 
the homogenity of the function fp, we assume that fp takes the maximal value mo at the point 
[el/x e2]. Hence, p takes the form as p ----- moel A e2 +. . .  • Differentiating the function fp, we 
have (p, X(el /x e2)) + (p, X(el A e2)) = 0 for all X ~ att(n + 2). This implies 
p = rnoel m e2 q- ~ Pijei A eJ. 
3<~i<j<~n+2 
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Let G2 (C n) be the submanifold of G2 (C n+2 ) where C n is spanned by {e3 . . . .  , en+2 }. If we restrict 
the function fp to G2(Cn), we can change the unitary basis {e3 . . . . .  en+2} so that fp takes the 
maximal value ml at [e3 A e4]. By an induction argument, there is a unitary basis {el . . . .  , en+2} 
of C n+2 such that 
p = moel A e2 + ~ mie2i+l A e2i+2, 
l <~i <~[n/2] 
where  mi is a real constant satisfying mo >/ ml ) m2 >/ . . .  >I m[n/2j >/ O. Since E does not 
have any real jumping lines, we have mo < 1. Then ot is an isomorphism, because 
P ' - I : , ,+- ,= n (1-m~)2" 
- I  P I i=0 ..... [n/2l 
Consequently a bundle homomorphism a is injective and so our monad does make sense. 
Main Theorem. The moduli space of 1-instantons on G2(C n+2)/s identified with 
{p E A2cn+2 I max fv < 1}/-~, 
where .v means p ~ Xp for  )~ ~ S l C C*. 
Remark.  There is a bijection between the above set and a real open cone over P (A  2 c~+2). In 
case of n = 1, this result is well known by [5] and [6]. 
The vertex of this cone represents a direct sum El ~ E2 (i.e., a reducible connection). These 
bundles are the cohomology bundles of monads 
/~l : C0(0,-1) --+Vl --~ (.9(1,0), /~2 : O( -1 ,0 )  --~ VI* ~ (9(0, 1). 
We also have isomorphisms/~l = QI(I ,  0) and/~2 ~ Q2(0, 1). 
On the other hand, we choose a point p of the boundary of the moduli. The vertex of the cone 
and p are linked by a straight line l with a parameter 0 ~< t <~ 1 and l(0) = the vertex. Then, in 
the limit (t --> 1), many cases occur depending on p. We may assume that 
p ~- el A e 2 -J¢- ~ mie2i+l A e2i+2 ,
l<~i<~[n/2] 
where mi is a real constant satisfying 1 >>. ml >t m2 >1 .. .  >~ mtn/21 >10. For brevity, n is 
supposed to be even. Then we have 
I(P, ?~/x w)12 
= I((Zl ,  --Z0, mlz3 ,  --rnlz2 . . . . .  m½nZ2i+l, --m½nz2i), (1130, Wl . . . . .  Wn+X))n+212 
~< I(Zl,  - -Z0, mlZ3,  - -mlZ2 , . . .  , m½nZ2i+l, --m½nz2i)] 2 ](W0, Wl ,  . . .  , Wn+l) l  2 
= (]z012+lzl12+ ~ m~(Iz~[ 2+[z21+,[2))(  ~ [wil 2) 
l<<.i<~n/2 0<~i<~n+l 
~< Izl = Iwl 2, 
where (-,  • ),+2 is a canonical hermitian inner product on C n+2. The equality holds if and only it 
(1) there exists a constant ct such that 
(2:1, --Zo, mlZ3, - -mlz2 . . . .  , mn/2Z2i+l, --mn/2Z2i) = CI(W0, 1201 . . . .  , 1/)n+l) 
and 
(2) m2(lz2i [2 + Iz2i+l 12) = Iz2i [2 + ]z2i+l 12, 
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1 for all i = 1 . . . . .  ~n. 
Hence the function f .  takes the maximal value 1 at 
{[Z0, Zl . . . . .  Z2i, Z2i+I, 0 . . . . .  0] (~ [--21, ZO . . . . .  --Z2i+l, Z2i, 0 . . . . .  0] E G2(Cn+2)}. 
This set is just a quatemionic submanifold HP i of G2(C n+2) or a one point in case of i = 0. By 
the same argument in Buchdahl [5] and Donaldson [6], this shows 
(1) The curvature density converges to a one point in GR(Cn+2). 
of G2(C ), where (2) The curvature density converges to a quaternionic submanifold HP  i n+2 
1 ~< i ~< [½n]. 
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